Minutes
Curriculum Development Committee
Alexander 220, November 11, 2004

MEMBERS               PRESENT      ABSENT
Cynthia Arnold          X
Ashley Boone            X
Gail Burris            X
Carolyn Carson         X
Karen Cornell          X
Harriet Lynn Ford      X
Vida Hashemian         X
Mike Hudson             X
Margaret Jenkins       X
Cheryl Leach           X
Anita Maddox           X
Carolyn Renier         X
Yolanda Sankey         X
Jane Schumann          X
Todd Yazdi             X
Ely Driver, chair      X

OTHERS: None

AGENDA ITEMS DISCUSSED
I. Media Technologies Program Proposal
II. Civil Engineering Program Change

ACTIONS TAKEN
I. The Media Technologies program proposal was discussed and passed with minor revisions.
II. The Civil Engineering program change (removal of the environmental option) was discussed and passed.

Recorded by: Cheryl Leach, November 12, 2004
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